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Abstract

Objective: This study investigates high-frequency oscillations (HFOs; 65–
600 Hz) as a biomarker of epileptogenic brain and explores three barriers to

their clinical translation: (1) Distinguishing pathological HFOs (pathHFO) from

physiological HFOs (physHFO). (2) Classifying tissue under individual elec-

trodes as epileptogenic (3) Reproducing results across laboratories. Methods:

We recorded HFOs using intracranial EEG (iEEG) in 90 patients with focal epi-

lepsy and 11 patients without epilepsy. In nine patients with epilepsy putative

physHFOs were induced by cognitive or motor tasks. HFOs were identified

using validated detectors. A support vector machine (SVM) using HFO features

was developed to classify tissue under individual electrodes as normal or epilep-

togenic. Results: There was significant overlap in the amplitude, frequency, and

duration distributions for spontaneous physHFO, task induced physHFO, and

pathHFO, but the amplitudes of the pathHFO were higher (P < 0.0001). High

gamma pathHFO had the strongest association with seizure onset zone (SOZ),

and were elevated on SOZ electrodes in 70% of epilepsy patients (P < 0.0001).

Failure to resect tissue generating high gamma pathHFO was associated with

poor outcomes (P < 0.0001). A SVM classified individual electrodes as epilepto-

genic with 63.9% sensitivity and 73.7% specificity using SOZ as the target.

Interpretation: A broader range of interictal pathHFO (65–600 Hz) than previ-

ously recognized are biomarkers of epileptogenic brain, and are associated with

SOZ and surgical outcome. Classification of HFOs into physiological or patho-

logical remains challenging. Classification of tissue under individual electrodes

was demonstrated to be feasible. The open source data and algorithms provide

a resource for future studies.

Introduction

Epilepsy surgery provides the best chance for seizure free-

dom for patients with drug resistant focal epilepsy,1 but

requires accurate localization and resection of the patho-

logical tissue generating seizures at time of monitoring

and in the future. Despite recording seizures with

intracranial EEG (iEEG) to localize the seizure onset zone

(SOZ), epilepsy surgery is often unsuccessful1,2 and

outcomes are difficult to predict.3 On average, when con-

sidering temporal and extratemporal lobe epilepsy,

approximately 50% of patients have recurrence of seizures

after surgery.1 Patients with normal MRI1,4,5 are particu-

larly challenging.

The effort to improve epilepsy surgery outcomes has

led to intense interest in epileptogenic brain biomarkers

that could identify tissue capable of generating seizures

currently or in the future.6 Many groups hypothesize that
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interictal high frequency oscillations (HFO) in the local

field potential are biomarkers of the pathological tissue

responsible for seizure generation and at risk of epilepto-

genesis, and could be used to guide tissue resection and

improve epilepsy surgery outcomes.6–11 Interictal high-

gamma (>65–100 Hz), ripple (>100–250 Hz) and fast rip-

ple (>250–600 Hz) HFOs have each been implicated in

seizure generation in humans.8,10,12 Higher HFOs rates

are reported in the SOZ,13–21 and are correlated with dis-

ease severity.22 Resection of tissue under electrodes with

high HFO rates has been reported to correlate with sei-

zure-free outcome.19,23 High frequency oscillations

(HFOs: 65–600 Hz), however, are also associated with

normal brain physiology (see review24) and how to distin-

guish between pathological and physiological HFOs has

remained unclear.7

Although HFOs are a promising electrophysiological

biomarker of epileptogenic tissue, significant barriers to

clinical translation remain: (1) HFOs are also associated

with normal physiological function,24–26 and it is cur-

rently unclear how to distinguish physiological HFOs

(physHFO) from pathological HFOs (pathHFO).7,27–29

(2) Epilepsy surgery requires classification of tissue under

individual electrodes as pathological or normal. To date,

the majority of investigations have simply shown that

HFO rates are increased on average, when summed across

all SOZ compared to non-SOZ electrodes (e.g. reviewed

in30). (3) Reproducibility of published results has not

been possible, as prior studies have relied on expert visual

review or proprietary detectors, without making the data

or computer code available to other investigators. (4)

Lastly, previous studies investigating the association of

pathHFO and epileptic brain have most often analyzed

variably selected, short (<10 min) datasets, from relatively

small numbers of patients, (e.g. N = 9,13 N = 19,14

N = 6,16 N = 7,17 N = 10,18 N = 9,31 N = 20,19 N = 30,32

N = 35,27 N = 5411).

In this paper, we investigate HFOs as electrophysiologi-

cal biomarkers for mapping epileptogenic brain, and

address the technology gaps impeding clinical translation.

The code and data are freely available so all reported

results can be readily reproduced (http//:msel.mayo.edu).

Methods

Patients

112 consecutive patients were admitted to Mayo Clinic

for prolonged iEEG monitoring as part of their evaluation

for drug resistant focal epilepsy (n = 100) or facial pain

(n = 12). Each patient consented to this Mayo Institu-

tional Review Board approved study investigating wide

bandwidth electrophysiology. The epilepsy patients were

being evaluated for resective epilepsy surgery and the

facial pain patients were implanted with intracranial elec-

trodes for a trial of therapeutic motor cortex electrical

stimulation.33 The duration of clinical monitoring, and

the location and number of implanted electrodes were

determined solely by clinical considerations. Patient char-

acteristics are summarized in Table 1.

Electrode implantation and localization

Implantation of depth and subdural electrodes was per-

formed using methods described previously.17,31 The depth

electrodes (AD-Tech Medical Instrument Corp., Racine,

WI or PMT, Chahassen, MN) are 4 or 8 Platinum/Iridium

contacts (2.3 mm long, 1 mm diameter, and spaced 5 or

10 mm center-to-center). Subdural grids and strips are

composed of 4.0 mm diameter Platinum/Iridium discs

(2.3 mm exposed) with 10 mm center-to-center distance.

Preimplantation MRI scan were fused with postimplanta-

tion high-resolution CT scans to localize electrodes using

the Analyze (Biomedical Imaging Resource, Mayo Founda-

tion, Rochester, MN) and Freesurfer.26,34

Intracranial EEG recording

The iEEG was recorded from depth and subdural elec-

trodes using an inverted four contact strip placed in the

epidural space for reference and ground. Clinical iEEG

data were acquired at 500 Hz with a hardware filter 0.01–
100 Hz (Natus Medical Incorporated Excel-Tech Ltd.

(XLTEK) Oakville, Ontario, Canada). In parallel with the

clinical data acquisition, research data were acquired

using a splitter cable to couple to a Neuralynx system

(Neuralynx Inc., Bozeman MT), and data sampled at

32 kHz with hardware filter bandwidth of DC – 9 kHz.35

The research data were subsequently filtered by an

antialiasing filter (Bartlett-Hanning window, 1 kHz) and

down sampled to 5 kHz for further analysis. Visual review

of individual channels was performed and channels with

excess line noise (60 Hz), other artifacts, or containing no

visible EEG signal were discarded prior to analysis. All

clinical decisions were made based on review of the clini-

cal XLTEK data.

Cognitive and Motor task induced
physiological high frequency oscillations

Visual memory26,36 and sensorimotor28,37 laptop computer

tasks were used to activate different brain regions involved

in motor & memory function in 9 of the 100 epileptic

patients as part of a protocol used for brain research

(Fig. 1). Sensory-Motor task (4 patients): Patients used a

keypad to log finger movements in response to visual
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presentation of a finger name (“thumb”, “index”, etc.) or

picture designating the finger to move on the keypad.37

Visual Memory Tasks (5 patients): Patients were presented

images from the International Affective Picture Set,38 a col-

lection of emotionally-laden images for memory processing

(encoding, consolidation, & retrieval) as described previ-

ously.26 The iEEG was recorded continuously and the tim-

ing of presentation and patient responses was relayed to the

Neuralynx acquisition system by TTL pulse from the laptop

computer and thus synchronized with iEEG recording. The

data used for physHFO analysis were taken from non-SOZ

areas and the channels visually checked for interictal epilep-

tiform spikes (IES), electrographic seizures, and focal

slowing, and if present the channels were excluded

(N = 145) from further analysis.

Seizure onset zones

Clinical reports were used for SOZ localization. All clini-

cally identified seizures were electronically imported as

annotations into a custom viewer. In addition, a high sensi-

tivity semiautomated seizure detection algorithm using sig-

nal line-length (LL) was run on all iEEG data and

anomalous events identified.39 Putative seizure detections

and clinical annotations were visually reviewed (GW), and

confirmed as clinical or subclinical electrographic seizures.

Table 1. Summary of patient characteristics.

Patients

N = 102

Implanted contacts

N = 13234 MRI Surgical resection outcome Pathology N

Epilepsy patients

N = 90

# Electrodes = 6618

# Subdural = 5692

# Depth = 924

Abnormal: 58

Normal: 32

Total # 50

Engel 1: 31

Engel 2–5: 19

Gliosis = 51

MTS = 3

Inflammation = 17

Dysplasia = 10

Tumor = 1

Neuronal loss = 5

Encephalomalacia = 4

Temporal neocortex SOZ

N = 30

# Electrodes = 1851

# Subdural = 1500

# Depth = 351

Abnormal: 21

Normal: 9

Engel 1: 7

Engel 2–5: 10

Gliosis = 19

MTS = 2

Inflammation = 6

Tumor = 1

Neuronal loss = 4

Temporal mesial SOZ

N = 17

# Electrodes = 836

# Subdural = 471

# Depth = 365

Abnormal: 12

Normal: 5

Engel 1: 7

Engel 2–5: 1

Gliosis = 9

MTS= 1

Encephalomalcia = 1

Inflammation = 3

Dysplasia = 2

Frontal lobe SOZ

N = 20

# Electrodes = 1803

# Subdural = 1761

# Depth = 42

Abnormal: 12

Normal: 8

Engel 1: 12

Engel 2–5: 5

Gliosis = 9

Encephalomalcia = 2

Fibrosis = 2

Inflammation = 3

Dysplasia = 7

Parietal lobe SOZ

N = 4

# Electrodes = 270

# Subdural = 262

# Depth = 8

Abnormal: 3

Normal: 1

Engel 1: 0

Engel 2–5: 0

Gliosis = 2

Occipital lobe SOZ

N = 1

# Electrodes = 116

# Subdural = 116

# Depth = 0

Abnormal: 0

Normal: 1

Engel 1: 0|

Engel 2–5: 0

NA

Multifocal SOZ

N = 18

# Electrodes = 1740

# Subdural = 1582

# Depth = 158

Abnormal: 10

Normal: 8

Engel 1: 5

Engel 2–5: 3

Gliosis = 12

Encephalomalcia = 1

Inflammation = 5

Dysplasia = 1

Neuronal loss = 1

Control patients

Motor/sensory cortex

N = 12

# Electrodes = 220

# Subdural = 92

# Depth = 128

Abnormal: 0

Normal: 12

NA NA

Summary table with a summary of implantation sites, number of implanted contacts, surgical outcomes, and pathologies.
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The seizure onset time and electrodes involved at onset

were determined by reviewing from a time of clear elec-

trographic seizure activity backwards in time to the first

visible change in the iEEG. Seizure onset channels and

channels involved within 2.5 sec from seizure onset were

marked as SOZ. In case of multiple SOZs the seizure

onset channels from all seizures were labeled as SOZ and

treated equally.

Irritative zones determination

Interictal epileptiform spikes (IES) were labeled using a

previously validated automated detection algorithm.40

Visual review of IES detections was used for validation.

Channels with IES activity were annotated as Irritative

zones (IZ). The detection algorithm evaluated each

channel independently for IES, and no distinction was

made between the spike maximum and spreading

spikes.

HFO data analysis

Custom C and MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) pro-

gram were used for data analysis.

Statistical software

All statistical tests were computed and visualized using

Python libraries SciPy, Matplotlib.

Detection of task evoked physHFO (Fig. 1)

Significant HFO power increases were detected trial-by-

trial using a previously published method41 based on the

Figure 1. Task induced physiological high frequency oscillations (physHFO). (A) Schematic of patient performing laptop cognitive and motor tasks

to induce physHFO associated with a physiological process. (B) Laptop computer presents finger name or picture of finger to move (right ring

finger). The subject then toggles a keypad with the appropriate finger. Similarly, in the visual memory task the images are presented on a laptop

for encoding and subsequent recall. Images are shuffled and mixed with foils during the recall task. (C) (Top) The upper panels show normalized

raw data and band filtered data recorded (raw signal, high-gamma band, ripple band, fast ripple band – top to bottom). Red segment identifies

automated HFO detection. (Bottom) Power spectrogram with Hilbert transform of 1 Hz filtered bands and z-scored signal. Significant HFO power

increases (z-score >3.0) longer than three oscillations at frequency corresponding to the point with highest z-score shown as the red dot in the

spectrogram. Red box identifies the bounding box of an automated HFO detection representing its spectral and temporal onsets and offsets.
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Hilbert transform applied across independently filtered

bands. First, the trial data segment was band-pass filtered

(Butterworth filter 5 taps with 1 Hz bands from 65 to

600 Hz, bands were then independently normalized by z-

score transformation and plotted together on a time-fre-

quency spectrogram.26,28,36,41 Putative physHFO were

identified as joined areas across all frequency bands with

a z-score >3 on the spectrogram that were longer than

three oscillations at the peak frequency which was identi-

fied as the point of the highest z-score within the joined

area (Fig. 1C).26 The bounding box of the area was used

to determine physHFO onset and offset (Fig. 1C).

Detection of pathHFO (Fig. 2)

Detection of pathHFO events was performed using a mul-

tiple feature cascade detector with parameters selected

based on detection of visually verified pathHFO in a

training dataset, and then used without human interven-

tion for analysis.42 The automated detector was run on

2 h data segments taken from the first night of patient’s

stay at ICU between 1 and 3 AM. The data were band-pass

filtered (Butterworth filter: 5 taps with frequency bands:

65–100 Hz, 100–250 Hz, 250–600 Hz, and 65–600 Hz).

The following operations were carried out for each band-

pass filtered dataset. The data were segmented into

10 second analysis windows. The features used for the

cascade detection of pathHFO were: (1) Line-length (LL)

was used as the first part of the cascade with low thresh-

old setting (LL > mean(LL)10 + 1.5 SD) to achieve high

sensitivity detection of putative HFOs.17,43 In each 10 sec

window LL was calculated over a sliding detection win-

dow with length set to five oscillations at the low cut-off

frequency plus ¼ window overlap. (2) Since pathHFO are

Figure 2. Automated cascade detector for pathological high frequency oscillations (pathHFO) (A) Schematic of multi-feature cascade pathHFO

detector. Data are preprocessed (filtered, segmented, and demeaned). Artifact rejection removes data segments with high 60 Hz noise and

anomalously high amplitudes. (B) Receiver-operator-curve (ROC) using “gold standard” pathHFO identified by expert visual review constructed by

varying the threshold of event-to-background ratio. The ROC for multifeature cascade detector outperforms each single feature detector (inset

shows ROC additional features improve performance). The performance of the pathHFO cascade detector shows improved sensitivity and

specificity with each additional feature detector. (C) Exemplary pathHFO events. Raw data (top) & band passed filtered data (bottom).
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focal events while artifacts often span many chan-

nels,17,21,44 coincident events across >5 cm (5 macro con-

tacts) with the same temporal onset time within 100 msec

were discarded. (3) An event-to-background amplitude

feature45 was calculated as the ratio of average energy in

the detected signal and the average energy of the sur-

rounding 500 msec of data. (4) The maximum correlation

of raw iEEG and band-pass filtered data was calculated

for candidate events to exclude Gibbs filter artifact arising

from sharp transient waveforms.42,46

Detector training

To optimize the parameters for pathHFO detection, the

above features were calculated for “Gold standard”

pathHFO events visually marked by expert reviewer in

SOZ of patients with excellent postsurgical outcome (4

patients, 5 min segments, 21 channels, 7574 reviewed

events). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves

were first calculated for each feature separately. The LL

threshold was set to 1.5 standard deviations above the

mean of the 10 sec analysis segment, which resulted in

99% sensitivity, but a high false positive rate which is

acceptable for the initial cascade feature. Candidate events

were excluded if the event to background ratio fell below

97% of cumulative distribution function (CDF) of candi-

date events. The correlation threshold was set to >0.1 for

all but the Fast Ripple band (>250 Hz), in which the fea-

ture was omitted, as this value successfully eliminated

events with high frequency power related to sharp tran-

sients without true oscillations.42,46 Using the event-to-

background feature as the threshold parameter, final

ROCs were calculated for cascaded features (Fig. 2).

pathHFO detector validation

The detection process was validated on an independent

data set (separate from the training data discussed above)

of “gold standard” pathHFO detections using ROC and

area under the ROC (AUC) (Fig. 2B). This held-out vali-

dation data set of expert reviewed pathHFO is comprised

of 13,396 transient oscillations recorded from 22 elec-

trodes in neocortex and medial temporal lobes from three

subjects. To create the gold standard testing dataset visual

review of raw and bandpass data was used to avoid inclu-

sion of artifacts that show increases in high frequency

power. Myogenic activity is well-known to interfere with

the detection of HFO, and iEEG recordings are not

immune to eye movement and muscle artifacts.47 A

500 msec sliding window was used to score segments of

signals. Any part of visually scored pathHFO present in

the sliding window was considered to be a true positive

while sliding windows without any HFO presence were

considered to be true negative. The performance of the

pathHFO cascade detector in this validation dataset

showed that each additional feature improved the detec-

tor’s sensitivity and specificity (Fig. 2B).

Analysis of physHFO & pathHFO (Figs. 3
and 4)

The amplitude, frequency, and durations of physHFO and

pathHFO detections were investigated in the broad band

frequency range (65–600 Hz). Amplitude was calculated as

mean amplitude of band pass filtered signal, duration as

the difference between the onset and offset of the detec-

tion, and frequency determined based on the highest z-

score value of the detection in spectrogram (Fig. 1). HFO

event frequency, duration, and amplitude histograms are

used to investigate evidence for characteristic oscillations

and long-tail distributions. Task induced HFOs, HFOs

spontaneously occurring in nonepilepsy patients and

HFOs detected in SOZ of patients with excellent surgical

outcome (Engel class I & ILAE 1) were compared with

Wilcoxon rank sum test and Bonferroni correction was

applied to address multiple comparisons. Detections

exceeding the 99.9th percentile of the amplitude threshold

were considered outliers and removed from analysis.

Analysis of pathHFO versus SOZ & non-SOZ
(Fig. 5)

The pathHFO rates were obtained by counting detections

in 10 min bins (pathHFO/10 min). The aggregate

pathHFO rate in individual SOZ electrodes was compared

with individual non-SOZ electrodes for all patients,

including facial pain patients, using the Wilcoxon rank

sum test and in individual epilepsy patients using a sign

test for mean rate in SOZ electrodes and mean rate in

non-SOZ electrodes. Statistically significant result was

considered at the level of a = 0.95. To investigate individ-

ual electrode classification as localized in the SOZ an

ROC using SOZ contacts as true positives and non-SOZ

contacts as true negatives was calculated by varying the

pathHFO rate threshold. Since depth and subdural elec-

trodes have different characteristics (impedance, shape, &

target structure) statistical tests were also performed inde-

pendently on neocortical & medial temporal contacts in a

subanalysis.

Analysis of HFO rate and surgical outcome
(Fig. 6)

Outcome of epilepsy surgery was evaluated using Engel

outcome score and International League Against Epilepsy

(ILAE) score. Only patients with more than 1 year after
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the surgery were included and the most recent score was

used in the analysis. Surgical records and postoperative

MRI were used to determine whether the contacts were

included in the resected tissue. The association of excel-

lent outcomes with interictal pathHFO rates was investi-

gated by comparing pathHFO (high gamma, ripple & fast

ripple, wide bandwidth) rates in resected versus nonre-

sected tissue.19 Patients with excellent outcomes (Engel

Class I & ILAE 1) were compared to patients with nonex-

cellent outcomes (Engel Class III & IV and ILAE 2–5)
using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. Similarly to SOZ local-

ization analysis, the statistical tests were carried out in

neocortical & medial temporal contacts in subanalysis.

Support vector machine classifier (Fig. 7)

A support vector machine (SVM) classifier48 (linear ker-

nel) was used retrospectively to identify resected elec-

trodes in 31 patients with excellent outcome (Engel Class

I & ILAE 1) and resected tissue information available.

The per-channel features included the pathHFO counts in

the high gamma, ripple, fast ripple, and broad (65–
600 Hz) bands, pathHFO amplitude, over the 2-h data

segments. In addition the contact type (depth vs. subdu-

ral grid/strip) was encoded and provided to the classifier.

Features were normalized by converting to z-scores with

mean and standard deviation (mean � SD) computed

within each patient’s set of channels. The weight of non-

resected electrodes (nonpathological data instances) and

resected (pathological data instances) were adjusted inver-

sely proportional to class frequencies in the input data

for training. A leave-one-out cross validation was per-

formed, testing performance on each patient in turns

after training the SVM on the remaining patients. Mean

sensitivity and specificity were calculated across the

patient group, and the probability estimate that a channel

data instance was assigned to the correct class was used

to produce ROC curves. Mean ROC curve and its AUC

were calculated on testing data. A Hanley-McNeil test49

was used to compare classifier AUC to chance

(AUC = 0.5). A similar procedure and feature set was

used on a subgroup of 28 patients where MNI

Figure 3. Distribution (histogram) of Physiological and Pathological High Frequency Oscillations (physHFO & pathHFO) Frequencies. The

distribution of physHFO (blue = task induced outside seizure onset zone (nonSOZ), green = facial pain patients without history of seizures) and

pathHFO (red = detected events inside the seizure onset zone (SOZ)) aggregated across patients with excellent outcome (ILAE = 1). The

histograms of physHFO and pathHFO show distributions with a peak, characteristic or dominant oscillation frequency, in the high gamma to

ripple frequency range.
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coordinates of electrode contacts were available and on a

subgroup of 24 patients where a lesion in MRI image was

identified and was used as a feature.

Results

Subjects and recordings

A total of 112 patients underwent wide bandwidth iEEG

recordings. In 11 patients, the wide bandwidth research

iEEG data quality was poor and these patients were

excluded from further analysis. In the remaining 101

patients, 90 patients were undergoing iEEG for evaluation

of drug resistant epilepsy and 11 patients were undergo-

ing iEEG as part of a motor cortex stimulation protocol

for drug resistant facial pain. The patient characteristics

are listed in Table 1. Of the 101 patients analyzed, 34

patients were implanted with subdural electrodes only, 21

patients with depths electrodes only, and 46 patients

implanted with a combination of subdural and depth

electrodes. A total of 5582 subdural electrodes and 794

depth electrodes were analyzed. The mean length of the

analyzed recordings was 7157.3 � 312.8 sec. The mean

number of contacts per patient was 64.7 � 39.8.

Characteristics of physHFO & pathHFO
(Figs. 3 and 4)

Physiological HFO were detected in the amygdala, hip-

pocampus and neocortex, revealing discrete oscillations of

characteristic frequency, duration latency, and spanning

65–600 Hz frequency band from nine epilepsy patients

who underwent cognitive tasks26,28,36 along with 11

patients with facial pain and no history of seizures. Fea-

ture histograms demonstrated long-tail distributions.

The duration of physHFO, i.e. task induced HFOs

and HFO in patients without history of seizures,

was 0.022 � 0.019 sec & 0.012 � 0.012 sec (P > 0.001)

respectively. The duration of HFO detected in SOZ of

excellent outcome patients was 0.027 � 0.023 sec and

was statistically different from task induced HFO

0.023 � 0.015 sec (P < 0.001) and HFO detected in facial

Figure 4. Distribution of Physiological and Pathological High Frequency Oscillations (physHFO & pathHFO) log amplitudes. The distribution of

physHFO and pathHFO amplitudes overlap, but task induced physHFO (blue) are lower amplitude than seizure onset zone (SOZ) pathHFO

(P < 0.001) and facial pain HFOs. Furthermore, the distribution of the pathHFO in SOZ has a long-tail distribution toward events at higher

amplitude. The distribution of pathHFO events suggests pathHFO amplitude may be a useful feature for mapping SOZ and is incorporated in the

support vector machine (SVM) model.
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Figure 5. Pathological high frequency oscillations (pathHFO) are increased in seizure onset zone (SOZ). (A) Broad band pathHFO (65–600 Hz). (B)

High gamma band pathHFO (65–100 Hz). (C) Ripple band pathHFO (>100–250 Hz). (D) Fast Ripple band pathHFO (>250–600 Hz). Left Panels (A–

D): pathHFO rates (#counts/min-channel) are increased in SOZ versus non-SOZ for 63.3% (57/90, sign test P < 0.0001) of epilepsy patients for

broad band, 70% (63/90, P < 0.0001) of epilepsy patients in high gamma, 56.7% (51/90, P < 0.0001) of epilepsy patients in Ripple, and 51.1%

(46/90, P < 0.0001) of epilepsy patients in Fast ripple band. The lines represent mean HFO rate in non-SOZ and SOZ of individual patients where

(red stands for P < 0.05, sign test). Upper Right Panels: pathHFO rates are increased in SOZ compared to non-SOZ (P < 0.0001) for all pathHFO

bands when electrodes from all epilepsy and facial pain patients are aggregated (N = 102 patients, total electrodes = 6368, SOZ

electrodes = 908, nonSOZ electrodes = 5460). Lower Right Panels: Receiver-operator-curve (ROC) and area-under-curve (AUC) for prospective

individual SOZ versus non-SOZ electrode classification using the pathHFO band rates. The classification of individual electrodes as SOZ using

pathHFO rates remains challenging, but most robust in the high gamma band. Note: the support vector machine (SVM) electrode classification

using all four pathHFO bands combined with pathHFO amplitude yields a superior electrode classification to any of the individual pathHFO band

results.
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pain patients 0.018 � 0.014 sec (P < 0.001) The ampli-

tudes of task induced HFO, nonepileptic patient HFO

and HFO detected in SOZ was 9.10 � 9.01 &

31.94 � 35.01 & 31.75 � 46.29 lV (P < 0.001), respec-

tively, where the histogram of pathHFO showed a distri-

bution with long tail toward high amplitudes (Fig. 3). For

all HFOs, physiological and pathological, there is a broad

peak in the histogram in the high gamma frequency

range. The largest peaks in the HFO frequency histograms

were, pathHFOpeak = 125.14 � 34.51 Hz, task induced

physHFOpeak = 134.84 � 30.94 Hz, and facial pain

patient phyHFOpeak = 133.60 � 33.24. The distributions

of the peaks were significantly different. Notably, the sig-

nificance between task induced HFO and facial pain HFO

was significant with very narrow margin (P = 0.045).

There is, however, significant overlap of HFO distribu-

tions (Fig. 4) and long-tail distribution of events at higher

frequency ranges.28

SOZ localization (Fig. 5)

Group analysis of pathHFO rate across the full data set

(Fig. 5, N = 102 patients) revealed highly significant dif-

ferences in SOZ and non-SOZ channels (P < 0.0001; Wil-

coxon rank sum) in aggregate and in individual epilepsy

patients (N = 90, P < 0.0001, Sign test). The proportion

of patients where the pathHFO rate in SOZ channels was

significantly increased compared to non-SOZ channels

was 63/90 for high-gamma, 51/90 for ripple, 46/90 for fast

ripple, and 57/90 when considering broad band (all

pathHFO) events (Wilcoxon rank sum for P < 0.05).

ROC was calculated by varying the absolute HFO rate as

a threshold which lead to AUC = 0.61. In the subgroup

analysis of HFO rates in mesial temporal lobe epilepsy

greater differences were observed between SOZ and non-

SOZ electrode contact pathHFO rates (P < 0.0001; Wil-

coxon rank sum) and in individual patients (P < 0.0001,

25/39, Sign test) compared to the subgroup of neocortical

patients (P < 0.0001, 41/70, Sign test). Interestingly,

gamma frequency pathHFO performed better for localiz-

ing SOZ than ripple pathHFO & fast ripple pathHFO and

similar to previous studies, ripple pathHFO better local-

ized the SOZ than fast ripple pathHFO.

HFO & surgery outcomes (Fig. 6)

In 61 of the 90 epilepsy patients conventional prolonged

iEEG recordings (1–100 Hz) localized a surgically resect-

able focus that was used to guide surgical resection. Over-

all 61% (37/61) had excellent outcomes (Engel Class I &

Figure 6. Unresected pathological high frequency oscillations (pathHFO) are associated with poor surgical outcome. Patients with unresected

channels with increased pathHFO rates (#counts/min-channel) had unfavorable surgical outcomes. Left Panel: Representative patient.

Coregistration of subdural electrodes onto pre-op MRI and postresection MRI. The SOZ and resected electrodes are identified. For visual display

high gamma band pathHFO rate is interpolated between electrodes (normalized pseudo-color map). Right Panels: The aggregate rate of pathHFO

from all unresected electrodes for all patients with excellent outcomes (Engel Class I) compared to patients with nonexcellent outcomes (Engel

Class II & III & IV), *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.0001. (A) High gamma, ripple, and fast ripple band pathHFO are associated with outcome

(P < 0.0001). (B) Fast ripple band pathHFO are increased in unresected electrodes in mesial temporal structures (P < 0.0001). (C) High gamma

and ripple band are increased in unresected subdural areas (P < 0.0001). The same analysis applied to interictal epileptiform spikes did not

identify an association.
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ILAE 1) at the last recorded follow-up. The aggregate rate

of pathHFO from all unresected electrodes (N = 4203)

showed significantly increased high gamma and ripple

pathHFO (P < 0.0001) in patients with nonexcellent out-

comes (Engel Class III & IV) compared to patients with

excellent outcomes (Engel Class I). In the subanalysis of

medial temporal contacts (N = 407) fast ripple pathHFO

rates were significantly increased (P < 0.0001) whereas in

the subanalysis of neocortical contacts (N = 3796) high

gamma, ripple and fast ripple pathHFO rates

(P < 0.0001) were significantly increased.

SVM classification of individual electrodes
(Fig. 7)

Retrospective classification of channels using SVM

resulted in a 0.685 AUC, 60.5% sensitivity and 66.7%

specificity across the excellent outcome patient cohort

(N = 31) and was significantly above chance (P

< 0.0001). Addition of electrode MNI coordinates as a

feature in patients (N = 28) yielded an AUC of 0.721,

with 63.7% sensitivity and 73.7% specificity. Further

addition of an MRI-identifiable lesion to the feature set

in a subset of patients (N = 24) with MRI lesions yielded

AUC 0.728, 63.9% sensitivity and 73.7% specificity.

Discussion

A broader range of pathHFO (65–600 Hz) than previ-

ously recognized are shown to be biomarkers of epilepto-

genic brain, and associated with the SOZ and seizure free

surgical outcomes when resected. This study used previ-

ously published and validated open-source detectors for

mapping the rates of high-gamma, ripple, and fast ripple

physHFO induced by tasks and spontaneous pathHFO in

SOZ and non-SOZ tissue. The detectors were tuned to

identify true oscillatory activity in iEEG and exclude high

frequency components associated with sharp transients,

i.e. “false HFOs” associated with Gibbs phenomena

related to filtering sharp transients.42,46

Figure 7. Support vector machine (SVM) classification of epileptogenic tissue. training data from 31 patients include multiple normalized

pathHFO features for each electrode (pathHFO rate, duration, amplitude). Here, SVM uses interictal iEEG data from excellent outcome patients

(Engel I) for training. The SVM method uses the array of pathHFO features to train the classifier and then classifies each electrode as pathological

(epileptogenic) or normal in an independent testing set (N = 31). In this example, the region of EZ determined by SVM extended beyond the SOZ

determined iEEG recording of habitual seizures.
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The spectral and temporal characteristics of the

pathHFO, spontaneous physHFO and task induced

physHFO overlap, and they do not appear separable

based on frequency or duration, but similar to previous

pilot studies the pathHFO amplitudes are significantly

higher compared to task induced physHFOs.28 However,

there is a notable long tail of pathHFOs in fast ripple

range compared to physHFO, which suggests higher inci-

dence of fast ripples in pathological tissue. In addition,

the distribution of pathHFO amplitudes shows a long tail

(Fig. 4) consistent with a gamma distribution with infre-

quent, high amplitude pathHFO events that are separable

from physHFOs.28

In all analyzed frequency bands (high gamma, ripple, fast

ripple, broad band) significantly higher pathHFO rates in

aggregate across SOZ channels were confirmed, consistent

with multiple previous studies (reviewed in8–10). The

pathHFOs detected in low and high gamma band localized

SOZ in a larger number of patients compared to ripple and

fast ripple pathHFO. This could reflect higher specificity of

ripples and fast ripples for highly localized seizure foci with

higher rates occurring only in a subset of channels in the

SOZ area.

Analysis of pathHFO rates in the unresected tissue in

patients with excellent surgical outcome revealed a differ-

ence between neocortical and mesial temporal areas. In

excellent outcome patients the resected tissue had higher

pathHFO rates compared to tissue not resected. Con-

versely, for patients with poor post-resection seizure out-

comes with a neocortical focus there were higher high-

gamma and ripple rates in unresected areas than in

resected areas. Fast ripples were significantly higher in

unresected areas than in resected areas of mesial temporal

brain structures in patients with poor post resection sei-

zure outcomes. These results imply that the characteristics

of pathHFOs might be different depending on the

anatomical location of epileptogenic tissue, and warrants

more investigation in the future.

Classification of tissue under individual electrodes as

pathological is required for clinical translation and

remains challenging using individual pathHFO rates and

features. However, combining multiple pathHFO features

(high-gamma, ripple, and fast ripple rates, HFO ampli-

tude and electrode type) in an SVM classifier resulted in

classification accuracy well above chance and shows pro-

mise for further development. Furthermore, introducing

additional features acquired by imaging techniques

(anatomical location and MRI-visible lesion) further

improved classification performance (AUC = 0.72) pro-

viding evidence that integration of multiple diagnostic

modalities into machine learning algorithms may ulti-

mately prove clinically useful for localization of patholog-

ical brain.

Lastly, improvements in sensitivity and specificity for

pathological tissue localization are still needed for clinical

translation of pathHFO biomarkers for mapping epilepto-

genic tissue, but here the open source data, algorithms,

and computer source code allows reproduction of all

reported results and provides a resource for future studies.

The current study has a number of limitations, and in

particular the use of SOZ or resected tissue in seizure free

patients as the surrogate for pathological brain is prob-

lematic. Although this approach is common and the only

viable approach currently, the substantial under-sampling

of brain tissue by clinical iEEG recordings limits the

definitive localization of the true onset of seizures com-

pared to propagated seizure activity. In addition, the use

of tissue resected in seizure free outcome patients as sur-

rogate for pathological tissue is limited by the fact that

successful epilepsy surgery is often associated with larger

areas of resections and surgical margins, (e.g. the standard

anterior temporal lobectomy amygdalohippocampectomy

for temporal lobe) which almost certainly includes some

nonpathological tissue not capable of independently gen-

erating seizures. The reproducibility of the results might

be limited by different recording devices, electrodes, and

clinical routines across laboratories.

Conclusion

There are physiologic HFOs (physHFOs) in all brain

structures sampled and they occur within electrodes sam-

pling both SOZ and non-SOZ. Similarly pathHFOs occur

in both SOZ and non-SOZ and there is significant overlap

in the spectral and temporal properties of physHFO and

pathHFO. The distributions (histograms) of HFO ampli-

tude, frequency, and duration for physHFO and pathHFO

overlap significantly, suggesting that classification of HFO

as physiological or pathological based on these features

would be challenging. There is a trend toward pathHFO

with significantly higher amplitudes, however, as evi-

denced by the long-tail of the pathHFO amplitude distri-

bution. Nonetheless, pathHFOs rates identified using an

unbiased, fully automated detector were demonstrated to

be associated with the SOZ and seizure-free surgical out-

comes. Thus, despite the fact that pathHFO and physHFO

have similar characteristics there was a strong association

of putative pathHFO with the SOZ and seizure free out-

comes. Furthermore, by adding HFO amplitude and MRI

features the classifier for identifying pathological brain tis-

sue was improved. The findings here support the fact that

HFO features, e.g. rate, amplitude, frequency, can be com-

bined in a rigorous approach using a SVM classifier and

achieve good performance. Classification of tissue under

individual electrodes as pathological or normal based on

HFO rates was relatively poor, but classification was
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significantly improved by using multiple electrophysiolog-

ical features extracted from automatically detected HFO

events together with spatial information and MRI lesion

information and shows potential for guiding epilepsy sur-

gery. Lastly, based on these results improvements and fur-

ther research on HFO characteristics with regard to

anatomical location and well-designed prospective clinical

trials are needed before widespread clinical translation of

HFO biomarkers for mapping and resecting epileptogenic

tissue is recommended. The open source data and source

code provided allows replication of all results and pro-

vides a resource for future development and studies.
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Supporting Information

Additional supporting information may be found online

in the Supporting Information section at the end of the

article

Figure S1. Correlation feature. Demonstration of correla-

tion feature for reduction of false positive detection

caused by Gibb’s phenomenon. Top left: Simulated spike

(orange) and surrounding signal (blue). Bottom left: Sim-

ulated HFO (orange) f = 100 Hz and surrounding signal

(blue). Top right: Original spike (orange) and low-pass

filtered (600 Hz cut-off) signal at the same position

(blue). Bottom right: Original HFO (orange) and low-

pass filtered (600 Hz cut-off) signal at the same position

(blue). The corresponding correlation values are corr =
0.1 for spike and corr = 0.62 for HFO.

Figure S2. Unresected pathological high frequency oscilla-

tions (pathHFO) are associated with poor surgical out-

come (1–1.5 year after resection). The aggregate rate of

pathHFO from all unresected electrodes for all patients

with excellent outcomes (Engel Class I) compared to

patients with nonexcellent outcomes (Engel Class II & III

& IV), *P < 0.05, **P <0.01, ***P < 0.0001. The result

corresponds to the result for all patients with the latest

outcome after at least one year. Number of patients

N = 31.

Table S1. Patient overview. Table with demographics and

number of implanted electrodes and structures for indi-

vidual patients. Highlighted patients were excluded from

processing due to poor iEEG data quality.
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